Our focus and expertise is in and around custody transfer points and loading, offloading applications. Our revolutionary approach enables us to be an advocate and resource for the customer by providing the value of distribution and a manufacturer direct approach. This streamlined model elevates customer awareness, provides flexibility, and delivers immediate and ongoing cost savings.

**PARKER FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS - PUMPS**
- Hybrid Centrifugal, PD Pump (Pull and Pushes the product) Option for 3rd stage inducer for high RVP applications
- Highly resistant to all cavitation while being able to deliver high volume
- Dry Run capable for continuous dry run cycles. Due to the pumping elements / materials of construction and design.
- Reversible Flow - Bi-Directional
- Self-Priming – due to its positive displacement design AND high suction (Pull 27 inches mercury)
- Versatile: Loading/Offloading, stripping rail and truck, Sump-Hi-Lift, High RVP, Butane, NGL’s, Y-Grade, tanks bottom drain in lieu of expensive vacuum trucks and many more applications
- Available in 3” and 4” models to handle a wide range of flow rates

**EXCEL LOADING SYSTEMS - TRUCK & RAIL ARMS**
- Top & bottom rail & truck loading arms and components
- 100% domestic is standard! Swivels, piping, spring components, assembly & test
- Average approval drawings are 1-3 days and average delivery is 4 weeks!
- Swivels are all domestic and can be sold separately.
- Offer application engineering, ongoing training

**OMNI DOUBLE BLOCK & BLEED**
- Inverted lower Trunnion, not part of plug (Removing risk of rouge, dirt, grit or ice build-up)
- Relief systems connected to body not bonnet
- Retractable slips, bubble tight positive shutoff upstream and downstream
- Customizable thermal relief system
- Interchangeable with Cameron general twinseal

**BETSCO**
**SURGE RELIEF VALVES & SYSTEMS**
- Compliance to safety mandates
- Consulting, engineering & expertise for this application
- Offer as loose components, valves, instrumentation
- Offer as a system, designed, assembled & tested
- On site assistance, field service and support
- Application engineering, ongoing training

**OMNTEC**
**TANK LEAK DETECTION & LEVEL**
- Continuous, accurate monitoring in a variety of applications
- Reservoirs, sumps, dry interstitial spaces
- Easy to install controllers alarm for tank levels and leak conditions
- Wireless gauging
TERMINAL & BULK STORAGE

Custody Transfer Meters, Control Valves, & Spare Parts: Brodie, FMC
Meter Presets: Hardward & Software Solutions
Loading Arms: Swivels, Spare Parts, & Soft Good Kits
API Couplers: Excel Loading, Emco Wheaton, OPW, Liquip, Dixon
Solenoids: New & Rebuild Kits for Asco, FMC, Honeywell
Grounding/Overfill Systems: Civacon, Scully
Tank Gauging: Varec, Omntec
Additive Systems: Injectors & Pump/Motor Starter Skids
Relief Valves: Kunkle, Ful-Flo, Anderson Greenwood, Mercer
Hoses: Novaflex, Hosemaster Wilcox Rackmaster
Flame Arrestor: Enardo, Ococo
Water Draw Valves: Oceco, Shand & Jurs
Cam & Groove: Dixon, PT Coupling

PVF, AUTOMATION, & ANCILLARY PRODUCTS

API-6D Valves: Trunnion, DB&B, Slab & Expanding Gates, Check Valves
Valve & Valve Automation: RCS, Bettis, Limitorque, Rotork, Field Service
Terminal & Pipeline Strainers: Keckley, Titan, Jamison
Closures: Tube Turn, TDW, Sentry, and Yale
AML Compliant Commodity Valves (Gate, Globe, Check, Ball, & Butterfly) and Pipe, Fittings, & Flanges
HDPE: Pipe, Fabricated Fittings/Flanges, Fusion Equipment, Certified Technicians
Pipe Supports: Kwik Stand
Studs/Gaskets: Lamons, Flexitallic